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Subjects Solar granulation studios. Effect of the photographic printing.,

Wo. A* M iller has suggested that visual measurements of granule 
diameters yield  different results when they are made on tho original nega
tive or on prints (obtained by contact or by enlargement)» Following 
a suggested of M iller and G0 Roberts, G« W0 Curtis and I began la st 
year a series of measurements v&th the HcAcO„ microphotcmeter to see i f  
B&crophofccnstric tracings of the original and of the prints show^or do 
notjShcw the same structured The results* reported in  Solar Research 
Memo Ho0 h$} were not decisivea As we explained in the conclusion of 
that memo, the microphotometer was not* at that time, sensitive enough 
to give a ll the information contained in the original plate» A large 
part of this information was lo st in  the electrical noise of the instru- 
mento

1 resumed the same study in  November 19 55  under better experi
mental conditionso Pour improvements were made:

9

(1) We A. M iller provided me with an original plat® having a greater 
contrast than the plate that we had used before*

(2) Improved comparison wedges for the microphotcmeter had been 
prepared meanwhile by »„ E„ Billings and Re Cooper*

(3) The time constantof the instrument was greatly increased by
R„ H. lee*

/
(li) I  succeeded in seaming practically the same path on the original 

plate and on a contact print#

Th® plate used was taken by W* Affl M iller on the 11th of August 1955* The 
contact print was mad© on Kodalith type 2 by R. Cooper who used Dektol 
as developer a To obtain the same path;, special marls; were put on the edges 
of the original that reproduced nicely on the contact print0

Procedures
hi—irif-tf ̂ m a r - r r — 1

(a) I  used the same comparison wedge in  the microphotcmeter for the 
original and the print. Aa the print is  quite contrasty,, i t  would 
have been better to use a more contrasty comparison wedge for i t  but 
nom was available at that time0

(b) Thus to obtain about the same deflections for the negative and 
for the printp I  set the instrument at its  maximum sensitivity for  
the original and at its  minimum sensitivity for th® print* S t i l l  
the deflections were a l i t t le  b it larger for the print o



- 2

(d) The s3.it used was the same in each case; 18 microns x 2\\ 
microns, corresponding to 225 ka x  300 Issx on ths sun» In the case 
of the contact prints made on Xodalith* one must verify that the 
grain of the plate dees not show on tlie tracing with such a small 
s lit . For this verification. I mads with the help of Robert Cooper 
a test plate xmifonsieiy exposed and develop&d also in Bektol* x 
found. that local differences in densities between successive 4!saxlma 

r T i'in j .T î L c U x o  to graininess were of 0 . * 0 2  uoi cic»
developer (they are noticeably larger with D19)» The graininess was 
easily detectable when the instrument was used at maximum sensitivity, 
while i t  disappeared completely when -the sensitivity was sat minimum., 
es i t  was actually for ths contact print of (granulation*

(d) The original plate being scanned at maximum sensitivity ; I 
used a time constant large enough to cut down the noise due to the 
electronics • The same time constant was used for tlie print0

(©) The length scanned was equivalent to about 525;000 J® on the 
sun* The speed of the recorder was not exactly but very nearly the 
same for the original and the print: one caa of record corresponds 
to CZ. 2” of arc or lii50 km ea sun0

Results:

A ll the details of the original plate reproduced very nicely on the 
contact print <5 as i t  appears on Figure 1 which represents only on© small 
part o f the records w The agreement was as good on th© to ta lity  of the 
length scanned,,

I  turned one of th© records upside down and checked that the features 
matched quite well with those of th© other tracings

Thus i t  does not seem that the printing process intredacss mn̂ -h 
distortion .

2U5 maxima of brightness were visible on both records 0 That corres
ponds to a "ce ll*  sise of 2S550 km or 3 o50 of arc0 According to the 
definition of Plaskett that corresponds to a granule" sise of lr,?5:? of 
arc,, which does not disagree with some of ths values quoted in literature* 
In Solar Research Memo U5, Curtis and I had found a much smaller value 
with the contact print. We were working at that time with a rather high 
sensitivity  for the contact print that w© used and ths grain was apparent: 
we made then the mistake of counting some grains maxima of brightness#

S£d of Mem©

Figure 1 attached* 
side
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